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On  Normed Spaces and Modulared 

Semi~ordered Linear Spaces 

Koji Honda* 

Ahstract 

To investigate the problems as to what normed spaces become modulared semi【orderedlinear 
spaces， the present writer de五nes，as hisかstattempt， the constant modular of which the topology 
is equivalent to the norm topology in the original normed space R by the family of some operators 
in R. 

S 1. Intoduction. The theory of modulared semi-ordered linear spaces have 

been discussed by H. Nakanoヰヰヲ as the abstract theory of a function spaces inclu-

ding Orlicz spaces的 andLp-spaces， and also discussed by many others. The spaces 

are condisered as normed spaces， but it is not always true that normed spaces are 

modulared spaces. Accordingly， we have the problems as to what normed spaces 

become modulared spaces. 

In this paper， to prove the above-mentioned problem we will consider the family 

of some operators， acting in the normed space R with a complete element， by which 

it becomes modulared space conforming to Orlicz space which is topologically 

equivalent to the original space. 

From this point of view， the preliminaries and de五nitionsshall be described 

in S 2. In S 3 we will give the family ~ of the operators which answer our pur-

pose， and investigate its properties. In S 4 we will construct the modular of which 

the topology is equivalent to the original topology in the space. In S 5 we will 

give the example of the space which has the family ~. 

お10stof the same notations and terminologies as those in [MSLS] are used 

in this paper. 

In conclusion， the present writer wishes to express his sincere thanks to Prof. 

S. Yamamuro for his kindly encouragement and advice. 

S 2. Preliminaries and definitions. Let R be universally continuous semi岨

ordered linear spaces， namely conditionally complete vector lattices in the sense of 

G. Birkhoff2)， which have a complete element* s. 

Many important result~ on R， especially the spectral theoη， are discussed by 
H. Nakano')ベ

器本田孝二

糊 Modularedsemi-ordered linear spaces')， (Tokyo， 1950). 

In the sequel， this book is written by the symbol [MSLS]. 
柿持 s，.._x*0 if 0手xεR.
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280 Koji Honda 

First， preparatory to the next discussion， we will restate some definitions and re-

sults in [MSLS]. 

F or a subset M of R， the set 

Ml= {x; Ixl"'"'lyl=O* for all yEM} 

is called the orthogonal. complement of M. 

']_lh仲間制1. For any subset M of R，ωe hαve the jolloωing propert:γ: 

jorαny aεR， there exist xωld Y uniquely such that 

α=x十y，xEM上 I and yモ1lfL

1りroof Cf. Th. 4.10， 4.3 and 4.4 in [MSLS]. 

For any subset N， we define a prcゾectionoperator [N] by 

[N] a = x， a = x-トy，xεN L L and y E N L for all aεR. 

In particular， when N consists of only an element p， [p] is called aρfの;ector.
A set T of projectors is called an ideal， if 

)

)

)

 

1
i
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q
J

ゎ30，
Pラ[ρ]三三 [q] implies Tぅ[q]，

t") [p]， [q] implies Tョ[p][q] . 

An ideal T is said to be maximal， if every ideal containing T coincides with t. 
The set ~ of all maximal ideals becomes a compact Hausdorff space with the 

neighborhood system {U[p]} de五ningby U[p] = {t; [p] うわヨ~}， and each U[pJ is 

open and closed. 

For a set N in B， we put 

U[NJニI:" U[xJ 
XEJ..V"'" J.. 

Then we have 

笠'heorcr.刈 2. U[NJ is also open and closed. 

proof Cf. Th. 8.11 in [MSLS]. 

For any elements a and b， we define the so-called relative spectra'川 1)

A. if tE II (Al+，-Aλーε)
，>0 

(ζ， t)ニ 十∞ if，pεII (U[αJ-AJ 
∞くλく+∞

一∞ ifTε I: Aλ 
一∞くAく十回

where 

ム= U[('''-b (一∞<え<+∞)• 

Then the following properties become known well. 

恭ェ十 o=:x'--'O，xーニトェ)'--'0and [x[ =x+十x.

時 U[8]for a complete element sεR coincides with (1ii. 

(280) 
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Theore削 3. (土，ゎ1is aZmost finite in U[(!J and continuous in the ex-
¥正l / 

tended sense*. Moreo'ver，ωe have the following relations: 

(_~x; ß~立，りこ α(乙り十点(う， t)， 

(三子，ゎ)= Max{( ~ ，ゎ)， (子t)}， 

(弓ι 十 Min{(~ ，ゎ)， (仁り)
if those on the 1・ighthand hm}e sense， and 

[p]x孟[ρ]y，if (三，ゎ)~(Y_-， t) for all ゎ ε U[pJ~U[α] ・
¥a  / ¥a  / 

For any almost finite and continuous function ~(þ) on U[N]， we can find a 

sequence of projectors [Pn] ↑:~l[N] such that ~(þ) is bounded on each u..~P ，，] since 

R has the complete element s. 
The integral 

.I[pn] ~(þ) dts 

is defined by the limit of the following partial sums: 

I: ~(仏)[p叩]s

where 炉九，z]，EMpη'il= U[lJn] and [~(þ) ー引が)[く ê for t， t' E U[Pt>"J 

H 

?Ej[ρn] ~(わ)dþs

exists， the limit is denoted by 

.1'[Nlヂ(t)dts.

Furthermore the following relation: 

Zニ S[al~(わ)d.þ a is equivalent to州)=(三，ゎ)on U[aT is known in [MSLS] 
¥αI  

R is said to be a modularedゅα的 ifit has a functional on m(x) (called a 

modular) satisfying the following conditions : 

Ml) 0豆m(x)三三十∞ (xεR)， 

M 2) if m(cx) = 0 for all c ~ 0， then x = 0， 

M 3) for any x E R there exists α> 0 such that m(ax) < +∞， 

持 ψ(t)is said to be almost五nite，ifψ(p) is五n巾 onsome dense set D in U[α]・ Moreover，ψ(p)
is said to be continuous in the extended sense， if伊(p)is continuous in D. 

(281) 



282 Koji Honda 

M 4) rn (~x) is a convex function of ~ ~ 0 ， 

M5) [x[三五 [y[implies rn(x)壬rn(γ)， 

M 6) x"y = 0 implies rn(x+γ) = rn(x)+rn(γ) ， 

M7) 0;;三品↑刷ximplies rn(x) = sup rn(xλ) 

The modulared space is a normed学ace，namely， we can define two kinds of func-

tionals: 

the first norrn 
1 +rn(~x) 

Ilx!l， = inf --'----'--';-一一，>0 c: 

the second norm !lx112 = inf 1/[~[ 
mC.;X)-:?l 

which satisfy the relations IIxl12豆Ilxl!，壬211xl12 (xεR) and the norm conditions 

N 1) 0豆I!xlli<+∞，

N 2) Ilx!li = 0 if and only if x = 0 ， 

N3) 11αzb=|αIllxlいfora real number α， 

N4) Ilx十'I/!Ii壬Ilxlii十 Ilylli'

N5) Ix[ 三~ [y[ implies Ilx!li ~ Ilylli' 

A normed space R is called a continuous normed space， if it has a continuous 

norm， i.e.， xn ↓ご~lO implies lim I!xnll =0. 

R is said to be regular， if it has a complete linear functional <tεR (con-
jugate sμα* of R)， i.e.， <t(x)=O implies x=O (xεR). 

Thθ01'Cω 4. lf a continuous normed spαce R is semi-regular，料 thenit 

lS SUρeruniversally continuous. 
Proof. Cf. Th. 30. 7 in仰 SLS].

In the sequel， let R be a continuous normed space with a norm !! ，11， and be 

regular. 

Let f(ご)ミobe non-decreasing and continuous in ~ミo with f(O)=O， and U be 

a complete system of enumerable number of orthogonal elements of ~B， i.e.， for 

any 0壬xE R there exists a uラUsuch thatμへZ手O.

R is called the 0*ψace， if there exists a family争 ofφerators，Hンacting

from U into R十ニ {x;0 三~x ε 1(，}， which satisfy the following conditions: 

(1) for some fixed constanぉ O<A三五1;;玉B，if 

持 A conjugate space R of R is a set of universally continuous linear functionals 5: for which 

inf 15:(ぬ)1ニoif xλj，E，10. 
λEA 

抑 R is said to be semトregular，if， for anyρε R， a(ρ)=0 for all aεR impli巴spニ O. Also R 

is said to be superuniversally continuous， if， for any orthogonal system 0孟ぬ (AεA)and for 

any 1な 0，such relations 郡山"1りニoare obtained except for at most enumerable A. 

(282) 
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c=L;L;αν，k[Nν，k] uν whereαν，k>O， [Nν，k][N"j]* =0 (ん*j)and ]]c]] =1， then 

we have 

On Normed Spaces and Modulared Semi-ordered Linear Spaces 

J= {u
" 
u2， "'， U叫}(uνEU) 

A~ L; L; αν ，kf(α"k)Ø([Nν ， k]HßJ~B ， 

where 。三三HJuνEB;*

and 

for HJ♂ HJ， E sj there exists a HJ， E三宅Osuch thαt 

HJ，u"-../HJ，u三HJ，u

)
 

Y
E
i
 

y
a
i
 

(
 

uモU，

whereみ(i=1， 2) are finite subsets of U and J3=J， 十 J2 •

S 3. The family i;: of the operators in R. 
1n this section， we will deal with the family i;: of the operarors which are 

constructed by HJ in S 2. 
For each五nitesubset J = {u

" 
u2γ "， Um} of U， we put 

for 

~(S) = {x: Ixl'"仏=0 for all ν= 1，2，…，m} 

十(512pz[九 ]uv ;n/.}，ん and町 arean 

Then， we will make the 0戸rαtorS on ~(S) in the following manner: 

y=L;L;αν，i [N"，i] Uν， 

勾=231(士l)f(Isν乞1)f[N.oi] (平りdts

for (1) 

主 coincideswith the sign of s"i> where the s包n

γε ~(S) ， for S(-y)=-S?j (2) 

ν= 1，2， ・・・，m.

羽Te will denote by i;: the family of such operators S corresponding to every 

element of争.

Here after， we will give the properti白 ofi;:. 
[1]. For any Sモもも(S)is dense in R with r羽 pectto the order topology. 

proof. First， for fixed uE U， we will show that if 0豆ぽBu，iι，0豆α豆Ku

for some constant K， then there exists a seq uence {xn} such that 0三三九↑ムα.

puttmg 

for all Sx=O， if IxlヘUν=0(3) 

持 [N"klare projection operators 

時 β1t，={X; Ixl三日xU，for some a'x>O} is called the re.ゐtivesegment of u，・

(283) 
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(事) 〔IN73]=ip;千K<(;り<上kj-¥
we have 

L: (N~n)] ↑工 j(U] (cf. S 8 in (MSLS]). 

Now， we put 

u
 

N
 

K
 

H
n
 

勿戸日一一Z
 

Then we have， from (ね

持(すと， T) =明(す，ゎ)=(:， T)
for someσ-open dense set in U[叶

Furthermore we can五ndx such that x.η ↑;;"~lXO' because 0豆Zη豆aby Theo-

rem 3. 

On the other hand， since B is totally continuous料 byTheorem 4， we have 

!JM7，p)=(?p) 
for someσ-open dense set in U[叶 (cf.Th. 16.7 in [MSLS]) 

Thus we have 

(7 十 (~o ， T) for someσ戸opendense set in U["]' 

Therefore， by Theorem 3， we have xo=a and hence Xnt;;".，仏
Next， for any yε(u]B+={(u]x; XEBt}， putting 

U[Nj]={t; (十 t)<jf， 

we have 

+
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Finally， when S corresponds to HJモ ~ where J= {u" u" "'， Un，}， (J]R十うZ

is uniquely expressed by the form: x= L: Xv where ιε [uJ R+ 
ν~1 

終 M-means a ordered-closure of a set 1'1'1. 

The existence of a projection operator [N] satisfying U[N] = ¥ 11 ;αく l 三， 11)< 日~ has 
1 ¥ U / J 

been shown by Th. 11.6 in [MSLS]. 

州 R is said to be totally continuous， if for any double sequence of projectors [pν，μ]↑エl[P](ν= 

1，2， .ー)there exist sequences [pp]l;こ1[ρ]and μv，p (ν=1，2，・・)such that [pp]三[pv，μv，p](ν，ρ= 

1，2，・ー).If R is superuniversally continuous， then it is also totally continuous. (cf. Th. 30.11 
in [MSLS]) 
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Therefore， the positive part of ~(S) is dense in R+ and consequently by (2)， 

the proof is completed. 

[2]. Forαny Sεg:， we have the properti目:

(i) D(S)ヨx，y implies x'-./y ε ~(S) ， 

(ii) 0 三~x 三~yE ~(S) implies 0;;三Sx;;三Sy.

丹oof. (i) is easily seen. To show (ii)， expressed 

x=EEαリ [N".k]Uν (αν，K2三0)

and 

y = E E s"k[Nν，k]Uν (ß"k~O) ， 

we have αμ三三戸ν，k and hence the required relation is obtained from the fact that 

f(~) is non-decreasing. 

[3]. For any Sε忠 ωehave 

S[N]x = [N]Sx， SxE Bs and Sx = Sx+-Sx-

for all xモも(S)and all projection operators [N]. 

Proof. Let S be an element of ~， corresponding to H.， where Tニ {U1，Uz， 

…，U哨}， and x be expressed with the form: 

x=EEαν，i [N"i] Uν・

Then， by (I)， there exists a number ， such that 

HJu， 三~'Uνfor all ν= 1，2， "'， m. 

Therefore， from the definition of the relative spectra， we have 

ISxl ~'1S where '1 = Max {" f(比八)}.

Other relations are obvious from the definition of S. 

[4]. For any Sε容，we have 

SO = 0 and S(a';::，_b)ニ Sa';::，_Sb.

Fur・thermore，Iα|へIbl=0 (α， bE~(S)) imp万四

ISal~ISbl = 0 and hence S(α十 b)=Sa十 Sb.

Proof. SO = 0 is obvious. Putting ρ=(α-b)+， 
we have 

[p](α'-./b) = [p]a'-./[p]b = [ρ]αand (1-[ρ])(a'-./b) = (1-[ρ])b 

and hence 

S(a '-./b) = [p] Sa十 (l-[p])Sb.

(285) 
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On the other hand， we have 

[p](Sa，-，Sb) = [plSa and (l-[pl)(Sa，-，Sb) = (l-[pl)Sb. 

Therefore we have S (α'-'b) = Sa，-，Sb. 

The relation: S (αr--.b) = Sar--.Sb is proved similarly. 

[5}. For any Sε志向，aεSD(S)αnd

0;;三a2↑A在Aa implies sup Sa2 = Sa ・

Proof. By Theorem 4， there exists a sequence {ai} such that 

O~aitに l æ .

From the monotony of S， it is enough to show 

sup Sa乞 =Sa・
i~l 

Let J= {u1， u2γ-V14n。}bea五niteset of U corresponding to S. 
We put， on account of 0 ~ ai， aεSD(S)， 

a = .L: .L:αv，k [N.ν，kluv， [Nv，klai = bi， [Nv，klα=b 

and 

bi+1 = .L: sも十1，1[Piす1，11uν十 .L: s乞+1，1[Pi+l，，} Uν+…十 .L: s'i+l，l [Pi+1J Uν 

.A=1 ..i=li'l+l λ=li'i十1

where 

可
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E』'K 
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匂

= (k=1，2，"'， i-1)， 

.L: [1そしlJ= [bi+11-[bil and si2三三ん+1，;: (え=1，2， "'， li，i) . 

Putting lim Sbi=c， if c<Sb then there exists a U[p] such that 

(子牛(え，p)<JL(その (i=l， 2， ••• and ν=1，2γ"， no) 

Therefore， for some small enough ε>0 we have 

[p 1 Sb i < [p 1 Sbー ε[pluν

and hence by the construction of S 

(by Theorem 3) 

(桝) {f(αリ )-f(si，;)}[pl九>e[pl hv for [Pi，，J[pl * 0 (i=1，2，…) ， 
where 

h
H
γ
 

7
d
 

¥、

1Ee
，r
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，u
 

一一

On the other hand， from bi↑;二b，for any d>O we can五nda U[(j] and i such that 
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! bio ¥ _ ! b ¥ 
【J[q]三 U[p] and (-:;?--， þ) 十 ð<(~ ， t) for all tE U[q] ¥ u.. . / ¥ u.. . / 

and hence 

0;;:; {αν.k-siO"} [q]uパd[q]uνforall [PioJ[q]手 O

and consequently 

b;;ミαν，k-siO，，<d for all A which [Pia，，][q]手 O.

Therefore (持持)contradict the continuity of f(~). 

Thus we have 

lim [N叫ん]Sai = [N"，k] Sa for each li and k， 

and the required result 

lim Sai = Sa. 
¢→∞ 

[6]. ~ゐ α directed setωith re.φect如 theusual order. 

Proof. The so-called usual order in % is defIned by the relation: S，;;三S2'

if and only if ~(S，) 三三宮 (S2) and S，X;ミSょ (XE~(S)) for S"S2E~. 
Let Si be operators corresponding to Hん(1:=1，2).
Putting J3 = J， + J2， for S corresponding to HJ， we have 

~(S) = ~(Sl)'-./~(S2)* 十三Ð(S，)+~(S2)

and hence Sぷ S(i=l， 2)， because H
J" 

HJ，豆HJ，by (II). 

[7]. We have， for any S E ~ and for o in S 2， 

。 (S~uJ ;;:;f(;) for uνε U， ν=1，2γ・・ ωzd ';:;:;0. 

Moreoverラ

XE~(S) α71d141mpfiE5j[81(子ゆ(dþx)**;;:;B

Proof. This relation is obvious from (I)， the defInition of S and Theorem 3. 

S 4. The construction of the modular on R. 
In this section， we will construct a modular of which the topology is equiva-

lent to the norm topology of R. For this purpose， we consider a functional: 

¥' dd (S~laJ. b) (ft. b) (1) 心(α)=td~ Jc.]( '-''''}'''" 1 ， T)( 1;1 ， t)O(dts) 

for Sε~ and a ε ~(S). 

The existence of the integral of (1) is shown in the following process. From 

ScaεB8> we have 

決 M'-.JNニ {X'-.Jy;xEM， yEN} for sets M and N 
制 Thisis a Radon integral with a measure再([ρ]x)to U[p]・

(287) 
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0壬(勾止， T)豆K (.tE ~ and凶壬1) for sorne constant n吋 erK 

Then we get a bounded* linear functional a， on R as 

的 )=L/判竺|ーラ印刷
for XεR and O~ç~三 1 ， and denote it 

ド f(判4，市阿
F urtherrnore， we get 

0ぎ百(a，ν-a，ν ，)( ¥α¥) (乙一乙，)

三三 2KI:O(¥a¥)(乙一乙 1)→ oas e→ 0， 

where 

。=CO<C，<・・・<乙=1 and 0<己一己-1<ε.

Therefore， we have 

f:ム(同¥)々 =infh(|α¥)(乙一己，)

P
F
L
3
 

戸
片
、α

 

~G 
K
Z円

p
 

u
 

Q
凶一一

for all partitions 0 =乙<C，<・・・<乙=1.

On the other hand， it is obvious that 

ト(¥a¥)dc= 州)， 

because 

L/年L，.t)(干のゆ(d.ts)= f以内土ゆ(州)ニム(¥al)

Next， we will show that for any S E 'd and x>O， there exists a sequence 0豆XnE

~(S) such that 

(2) Xn t;;'-1X . 

Let S be the operator corresponding to J = { 1ん U2，• 一 ， u，}. 
Putting 

U[Np={p;(IT，p)<fJ 

去を sup la<(x)I<+∞ for each aε R. 
。三x三α

(288) 
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uh]ニ(ゎ;i ，} l<( 1常生， T)寸f)-
and 

yi，p =土?帆」 (レニ 1，2，…，f(and l，μ=1，2γ・・-)

we have 

針，1't;~I[Nl][u，]x (レニ 1，2，…，f(and l=1，2，…) 

and 

[Ni] [u，] X ↑7~1[U，] X (ν=1，2，…， f( _) _ 

Therefore， by the total continuity of Jl， there exists a subsequence {円}of {μj 

such that 

μ1<μ2<…， lim知ニ+∞ andyï ， I'1 ↑ 7~1 [u，]x (ν=1，2，・"'， f() _ 

「∞ 1発

Thus ゐ=~l y~"'n + l，f+l u， J x are the requirements 

Now， we will consider a functional on R: 

(3) 

Then we have 

As(x) = sup sup As(xn) 
xnE ;\Dく~(，j') n丞l

0三Xn↑1"'1

(xεR)_ 

'1'heorem 5. The functional As(x) (xεR) defined by (2) sαtisfies the 

modular conditions exc，φt for M2)_ 

Proof. M 1) is obvious. For any a E R， puttingαニ l/!lall，M3) is obtained 

by the property [7] and the definition of S. M 4) is obtained by the monotony of 

S. M5) is obviQus from the property [2]. M6) is shown in the following process. 

For xr---.yニ 0，we have， by the property [4]， 

As(x十γ)= sup sup As(zn) 
Zn牛(x+v】 n;;;:l

。主z71E;;D(S)

- sup lim {心[x]九)+心([y]Zn)} 
0三三znE:;D(S)

三玉 As(x)+ As(Y) . 

On the other hand， if 0 三三Zη ↑ご~IX， O~玉 ynt:d y and x'"仏 ESD(S)， then we have 

Zn=xn十 yn モヨ~(S) and Zn t:~I(X+y) ， and hence 

As(x)+As(γ)豆心(x+y).

Thus the orthogonal additivity of As(x) is proved. M 7) is obtained from the pro・

特 L~~+1u，] means the p叩 :tionoperaior [{川

(289) 
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perty [5]. The theorem is proved. 

Moreover， considering a functional m(x) : 

(4) m (x) = sup As(x) 
S2'il' 

(xER)， 

we have 

Thcorc川 6. m(x) isα modular on R， ofτ:vhich the t01りologyis equiva-

lent to the original topology， namely， the norm topology on R. 
Proof. From the previous theorem and the defInition of m(x)， it is obvious 

that m(x) satisfIes the modular conditions except for M2) and M6). But M6) is 

easily derived from the orthogonal additivity of As(x) and the property [6]. 

Now， To show M2)， if， for all ご>0，m(.;x)=O and x>O， then we have 

As(cx)=O for all ';>0 and all SE~. 

And also there exists a uεU such that [u]x手O. By (2) and (3)， for Sε~ cor-
responding to J= {u} we can fInd a sequence {y，J such that 

切手lYニ 附 aU=21LL札 μ]山附

putting ら=んあ， where tη=l/lixnll， we have， on the assumption (I)， 

~ _ i-1 rl_ i-1 ¥ 
0<必至tn' fJ-，プf(tnIfnM(INω

('2 --1!'-I _ç(!，-~ i-1 __ ¥ (H.，u '-¥ ( Zn '-¥ 三三戸 Id.; I f( .;tn一 -=-n)ト:.~u ， t)(ベ判。(dts)
J 1 -J[Nぃ fln'iJ ¥ μn /¥  u ')¥S"/  

三~ As(2zn) 三~A8(2x) = O. 

This is a contradiction. Thus M2) is proved. 

Finally， the topological equivalence is shown in the following process. 

We have already described the two norms: 

l+m(;x) 
Ilxlll = inf"'::_一一一ご>0 ~ 

Ilxil， = inf I!I 
市 (cx)三1 1.;1 

(xE R) 

and the relations of the equivalence: Ilx112;;三Ilxk'玉211xll，・

On account of the property [7] and (4)， we get eas臼sil防Y t出ha抗ti百flix判11~壬玉 1 th児en1 

7ηmηz(件x);;豆玉B for B in (問I町)and hence 1I♂判刈112三孟玉立1υ/c*料〉

all xεR. 

We put 払=[uJx for all uνε U(νニ 1，2，...). Then we can fInd 0二五払，k↑c;=lYl)

which satisfy 払，kεSD(S，)where S， E~ correspond to lん foreach νF  urthermore， 
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lim Xn，k = r; yνand lim r; yν=x. 
k一歩∞ ν=1 n→∞ 11=1 

報 Projectionoperators [Nn，!'n，i] are thos巴 usedin the proof of (2). 
教徒 m(x/B)豆C=Max{l/B， 1} by the convexity of m(;x) in ;. 
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Moreover， there exists a subsequence {丸}of {k} such that 

ムz↑ごコ1+∞ and Xn，kη↑:=lX 

by the total continuity of R， 

Now， using Xn instead of Xn，kn for the sake of the symbols， and considering 

sωε~ which correspond to Jn
ニ {u1，U2，…，Un}， we put 

(5) gn(c) = 

主主αν k!(仇 ，k)<t([Nk，JHJnuv) 

L:L:αν，kf(αν，k)<t([Nν，k] HJnuv) 

ハ
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 Then gn(c) are non-decreasing and continuous in c註owith gη(1) = 1. And， for 

R凡印Fn(;)必却(臼伺E司←叶)ド=寸f:Oμ仏似ωnバn(tμ帥t
l+F匁~(悶5引)A ミ孟主ごA for all c ~孟:;;1.

Because， putting 

Gn (c) = 1 + {Fn(;)-c} A 

we have 

Cη(1)= 1-Aミ0 (・.・ 0;;三A豆1)

and 

三ιGn(c)= {gn(;)-l} A孟O
dc 

for ç~l. 

Accordingly， by (3)， (4)， (5) and (1) we have 

州CXn/11 x" 11) ~ As(n) (仇州

~G，， (ç)A for c>O. 

And it is also obvious that 

1 +m(cxn/llx"ll)ミ1ミ:;;cA for 0くごく1.

Therefore， we have 

(6) IIXnlll ・r1 +m(cx，，/llxnll) ，，+ 二三A
IIXη11 - .lç.l~~声ー

i，e.， Ilxnll，孟AIIXnll，

Furthermore， by the continuity of the norm 1卜11on R we have 

IIXII，注A'llxll.

Thus we get the inequalities: 
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Ilx112~ Ilxll/C豆 A.llxIIJC~2AllxI12/C

which show the equivalence. The proof is completed. 

笠Theoreω 7. The modular m(x) d，り'inedby (4) is a constant modular*. 

Proof. By the definition of m(x)， we have 

m(，;[N] u) = sup心(，;[N]u)

=553j:ィ日J(竿， t)(子山(dts)

where 

Therefore we have 

= sup F(針。(ドV]HJu)
J 

Fぽ)= J:f(t) 

for c>O， 

m(，;[N]u) 
一一一一一一 =F(c)
m([N]u) 

for all [N][u]手oand ';>0. 

Since Uニ {u's}is the complete manifold of R， Theorem 7 is proved. 

~ 5. The examples. 

In this section， we give the examples of the spaces which satisfy the assump. 

tions (1) and (II)， i.e.， O*.spaces. 

Let R be a conjugately similar space， with its conjugately similar correspond. 

ence T between a universally continuous semi.ordered linear space R and its con司

jugate space R， namely， the space satisfying the following conditions : 

T 1) R = 1l， i.e.， reflexive space， 

T2) T(-a) = -Ta， 

T3) Ta三三 Tb，if and only if a豆b，

** T 4) (Ta， a)=O is equivalent to a=O. 

Then we can define a modular m (ヱ)by T as 

(7) 的)= J:(恥判 (xεR). 

The following theorems are well known in [MSLS]. 

~Theor'e削 8.料* The modular m(cx) by (7) is finite and strictlyωnvex 

function of c. Furthermore， it is simple and monotone complete. 

持仰い)is said to be constant， if there exists a complete manifold U in R such that m(~[N]a)f 
m([N]a)=m(お)fm(a) for all ~>o， aεU and [N][α]キo.

制 (Ta，a) means the value of Ta at a. And the de五nitionis made in 960， of [MSLS]. 

附 後 m(x) is said to be sinψle， if m(エ)ニoimplies x=O. lt is said to be monotone COI7ψlete， if 
dλ↑AEA and sup m (山)<+∞ thereexists a such that aλI AEA a. (cf. Th. 60.10 in [MSLS]) 

λ 
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l'lwor引，n 9. If m(x) is finite， then the fi:γst and second norm by 悦 are

co孔tinuousnorms on 1l. 

Now， we assume that the modular by T is a constant modular， i.e.ヲ there

exists a complete system U of orthogonal elements in R such that 

(8) 
m(c:[N]u) _ m(c:u) 
m([N]u) m(u) 

for all ç: ~0 and projection operators [N][u]学O. And the element u holding 

equality (8) is called a constant element in R. 
Conjugately similar space R is semi-regular by T 1)， because corre.ψondences 

Rョα→亙ε長:a(α)=長(a)for all a E R: is one-to-one. Therefore， by Theorem 4 

and the footnote in p. 6 we get the superuniversal continuity and total continuity 

of R and hence we can set U= {u
" 
u2， "'， Um '一}. Accordingly， when we put 

ぷ u

s=白羽玩[12

where [[. [[ 2 is the second norm by the modular m， s is a complete element in B 

by the monotone completeness of m， because O;;;;;xv↑三1and sup [[Xv[[2く十∞ implies

sup m(xJ< +∞. (cf. Th. 40.7 in [MSLS]) 

rrheOl'Cin 10. Co孔!jugatelysimilar spαces B which hα:ve the constant 

modular bッtheconjugately si，悦 ilarcorrespondeηce are 0ギspaces.

To prove this theorem. we set the three lemmas. 

E引制na1. If u is a constant ele机巴ntiη R， then 

(9) 
一山一
J
M

m一回
川
市

U
一

1
1↑

μ
 

川
い
一
川

虫
阿

for all ç: ~0， [N][u];t=O. 
Proof By the definition， we have 

m(c:[N]u) _ m(印)
m ([N]u) m(u) 

for c:>O and [N]u手0，

where 

山)= Jル:〉(恥叫
Since (l~x品c， x) is a c∞or口1社泊tinuousfunction of c: for any :ぷc，we have 

fm(位 )=(Tcx，x)
dc: 

and hence 

1 d /~， 1 d 
¥ ';~ m(印)= --::::-.:-tr ~ ri-:-:¥ -';，;. m (c: [N] u) m(u) dc: '''¥""W/ m([N]u) dc 

and consequently 
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(T~[N]u， [N]u) 
一(T~u， u) 一一一一一一一一-rn (u) ¥ ~ '>VV， vVI rn ([N] u) for all ~>O and [N] u手O.

Especially， for ~ = 1 we have 

(Tu，u)一 (T[N]u， [N] u) 
rn(u) rn([N] u) 

for [N]u手O.

Accordingly we get the equality (9). 

Lc;沿I/rn青島 2. If R satisfies the αssurnptions in Theore悦 10， then there 

exists a complete orthogonal syste悦 uof constant elernents suεh that 

(10) 
(7~u" u，l一 (T~[N]u"， [N]uJ __ (T~Ul ， u1) 

(Tuv， uJ (T[N] uv，[N] uv) (Tu1， u1) 

for all ~>O， !.i= 1，2， ...ωzd [N]uν*0. 

Proof. Let V be a complete orthogonal system of constant elements in R. 

By Theorem 55.5 in [MSLS]， there exist α>0 such that 

rn(αν~vJ _ rn(~v，) 
rn(ανvJ rn(vv) 

for all ~>O， 仏 εV and ν=1，2， .・・ . 

Therefure Lemma 2 is proved by Lemma 1. 

L悦rnmut3. On the邸 制 悦ptioηsin Theorem l(札 wehωι 

1三三D= inf (Tx， x)豆B=sup (工科x)<+∞
11 凶 12~1 1 !xl!2~1 

'where T ム、 theCOl•υiugately .¥imilarωrre宅tondellcど ωld11・112is the sどcondlwrm 

by the川 odularwhich is defined by T. 

品川oof If rn(x) is finite， simple and monotone complete， then it is uniformly 

simple5
¥ and hence one has sup rn(~ox)< +∞ for some ~o > 1'). Accordingly we get 

11 忽 112~1

the inequalities in Lemma 3， by virture of Theorem 8， the convexity of rn(位)and 

(Tιx)=三二rn(エ)~ 1 for IIxli2 = 1. 
d~ 

l'he pJ'οο1]' (ゲ・ Theore才n10. For U in Lemma 2， we can put 

(T~u， u) 
f(~) 一一一一 for all uεU， 

(Tu，u) 

Obviously， f(ご)is non-decreasing and continuous in ~~O. 

Taking T，εR  as ct， we have 

りニエf(l/2νliuvl12)Tuν， 

because 

s = L: uj2v:luν1.1， • 
ν~1 

Then R is the continuous normed space with the norm and is regular. 
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Now， for any五nitesubset J = {u
" 

U"…，U哨}in U， we put 

ιuν=jJZL七勾二土空竺L，仰uν for all ).1= 1，2， • 

Obviously， from 

。三三 HJUν~仏ff(1f2ν!I引い) for ν=1，2， "'， rn 

and 

HJul'二、 for μヲと1，2，"'， rn， 

we have 

Hsんぞ Buν・

If 

c=L:L:αゅ [Nν，k]u吋 Ilc'il2= 1 and αν，k>O， 

then 

Bミ;:;L: L:αν，kf(αν，1c)c6([Nν，k]HsJ 

= (Tc，c)孟1.

Therefore， putting A = 1， (1) is satisfied. (II) is obviously satisfiecl by the con-

struction of Hン. Thus the proof of Theorem 10 is completed. 

(Eecciv臥!Apr. 'u， 19(2) 
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